
JOHN BAYMORE
John Baymore’s professional ceramics career spans over forty years, with the last thirty spend firing 
his five-chamber noborigama in Wilton, NH. John has been adjunct professor of ceramics at the 
New Hampshire Institute of Art since 1995, and has also taught at Massachusetts College of Art, 
Boston University’s Program in Artisanry, and the Danforth Museum School. He is currently the 
President of the Board of Directors of the Potters Council of the American Ceramic Society. John 
has been presenter at the NCECA conferences in 1984, 1999, 2004, and 2012. He has also been an 
artist-in-residence in Japan on many occasions, has been a guest lecturer at Tokyo University of the 
Arts, and has constructed two large wood-fired kilns while in residence. Winner of the Judge’s 
Special Prize in the Mashiko Ceramics Competition, his work has been acquired by numerous public 
collections in Japan including the Mashiko Pottery Museum, Tokyo University of the Arts, the Hitachi 
President’s Collection, and the Kanayama Residency Artists Collection.

Of his work, John Baymore states:

“Isolated in time and space, senses alive, one appreciates every minute detail of sound, touch, smell, 
and taste in Chanoyu. Through choices made in preparing for taemae, the chawan intimately links 
the user with the host. But it also allows the artist, though no physically present in the chashitsu, to 
join in the dialogue created between the host and guest that is integral to ichi go, ichi e. I’ve recently 
begun to understand the inter-related nature of object and process, with the hand and eye of the 
maker as the catalyst for physical creation, and with the users of the chawan which I make being the 
final necessary elements in the ultimate creation process of human interactions.”
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